
Getting Ready

to brush
     my hair
     my teeth
to comb
to dry / dried / dried
to fall asleep *
     to go to sleep / went / gone 
to get *
     dressed
     ready
     up

SECTION 1 VOCABULARY: Daily Routine
Other Words and Phrases

SECTION 2 VOCABULARY: Describe a Person

SECTION 3 VOCABULARY: Communication Today

Nouns

the alarm clock
the brush
the comb
the conditioner
the razor
the routine
the shampoo
the shaving cream
the toothbrush
the toothpaste

afterwards
beforehand
later

to go to bed *
to put on / put / put
     clothes
     makeup
to shave
to take *
     a bath
     a shower
to take off *
to wake up / woke / woken

Synonyms
angry
     mad
     furious
beautiful
     lovely
     pretty
friendly
     sweet

Other Words and PhrasesAntonyms
happy / unhappy
nice / mean
polite / rude
positive / negative
silly / serious
smart / stupid
strong / weak

to describe
different
the opposite
the same
to talk about
What do you think about ...?

happy
     cheerful
     glad 
sad 
     depressed
     unhappy
scared
     afraid
     frightened

smart
     brilliant
     clever     
     intelligent
strange
     unique
     unusual
thin
     skinny
     slim

Using Technology

to blog / blogged / blogged
     the blog
     the blogger
to comment
to engage
to forget / forgot / forgotten
the image
the password
the photograph (photo)

Intensifiers

Using a Cell Phone
the app
to call back
to charge
to connect
     the connection
to hang up / hung / hung

quite           slightly            unbelievably

the post
to record
to reply / replied / replied 
the social media
the technology
to upload
the username
the webcam

to install
to take a selfie *
the volume
     to turn down
     to turn up
Wi-Fi

*Go to the Irregular Verb chart to review the conjugations.

B1 CHAPTER 1 - CHAPTER 1 - ALL ABOUT YOU



B1 CHAPTER 2 - FREE TIME

Sports Equipment

the ball
the basket
the bat
the court
the equipment
the field

SECTION 1 VOCABULARY: Playing a Sport
Other Words and Phrases

SECTION 2 VOCABULARY: Expansion of Free Time

SECTION 3 VOCABULARY: Competing in Sports

Verbs

to catch / caught / caught
to hit / hit / hit
to kick
to miss
to pass
to score
to shoot / shot / shot
to throw / threw / thrown

the goalkeeper
the locker room
the sports facility
     the stadium
up / down

Activities

to bike; to go cycling
to go on ...*
     a bike ride
     a jog
     a run
     a walk
to jump
to photograph
     photography

Adverbs of Time

already
just
yet

to race
    the race
to rock climb
to sail
to skate
     to ice skate
     to inline skate
     to skateboard
to snowboard
to surf
to water ski

Nouns

the championship
the match
the point
the prize
the referee
the score

Other Words and Phrases

to be a fan (of) *
     the fan
to cheer (on)
to compete
to join
to lose / lost / lost
to participate
to quit / quit / quit

the goal
the helmet
the jersey
the net
the racket
the track

Verbs

to train 
to tie
     the tie game
to try out / tried / tried
     the tryout
to win / won / won

against
first place
     second place
     third place
Good luck!
versus (vs.)

Sports

auto racing
boxing
horseback riding

*Go to the Irregular Verb chart to review the conjugations.



B1 CHAPTER 3 - FAMILY

Holidays and Celebrations

the anniversary
the birthday
Father’s Day
Halloween
the holiday
Independence Day
     (Fourth of July) 
Mother’s Day 
New Year’s Day
     New Year’s Eve

SECTION 1 VOCABULARY: Holidays and Celebrations
Other Words and Phrases

SECTION 2 VOCABULARY: Expansion of Characteristics

SECTION 3 VOCABULARY: Relationships and Advice

Celebrating

the balloon
to blow out/blew/blown
the candle
the card
to celebrate
     the celebration
the costume
to decorate
    the decoration
the fireworks

the age
to get married / got / gotten
to graduate
     the graduation
the idea
to remember
to reply / replied / replied      
     RSVP  

Describe People

the adult
the babysitter
the couple
the friendship
the neighbor
the relationship
the spouse
the teenager (teen)

Other Words and Phrases

to agree
     to disagree
to apologize; to say sorry / said / said
to be in love
to cry / cried / cried
to fight / fought / fought
to forgive / forgave / forgiven
to get along with
to give advice / gave / given
to look up to someone
to miss someone

Thanksgiving
Valentine’s Day
the wedding

Verbs

annoying
embarrassing
good listener
reliable
Tell the truth.
That hurt my feelings.

the gift; the present     
the guest
to invite
     the invitation
the parade
the pumpkin
the tradition

Characteristics

bossy
confident
crazy
creative
cute
dependent / independent
generous

Other Words and Phrases

the characteristic
to laugh
the personality
to smile
to tell a joke / told / told
What type of person are you?

handsome 
healthy / unhealthy
jealous
     to be jealous (of)
kind
laid-back
lazy

old-fashioned 
outgoing
patient
pleasant
similar
sweet
talkative

*Go to the Irregular Verb chart to review the conjugations.



B1 CHAPTER 4 - SCHOOL

Applying to College

to apply / applied / applied
     the application
to be accepted; to get into * 
the college
     the technical college
     the university
to complete; to fill out
to decide

SECTION 1 VOCABULARY: Continuing Education

SECTION 2 VOCABULARY: In the Classroom

SECTION 3 VOCABULARY: College Life

Picking Classes

to be interested in *
the course
the degree
the elective
the internship
to major (in)
     the major

Living on Campus

the campus
the dormitory (dorm)
the roommate

Other Words and Phrases

to communicate
the dictionary
fluent
foreign
to mean / meant / meant
     the meaning 
to pronounce
     the pronunciation
to translate
the tutor
to understand / understood / understood
     to misunderstand *

the instructions
the personal information 
to pick
to volunteer

confused
     confusing
curious
disappointed
     disappointing
nervous

the placement exam
the program
to require
to sign up

Professors and the Classroom

to assign
     the assignment
to cancel
to expect
     the expectation
the lesson
the professor
     the instructor
     the teaching assistant (TA)
to teach / taught / taught

Students and the Classroom

to drop / dropped / dropped
to fail
the highlighter
to pass
the pencil case
to take notes *

Other Words and Phrases

to be due *
     the due date
challenging
the essay
the final exam (finals)
the laboratory (lab)
the level
     beginner
     intermediate
     advanced

the paper
the semester

Learning a Foreign Language

Studying Abroad

the document
the embassy
the exchange student
to study abroad / studied / studied
the visa

*Go to the Irregular Verb chart to review the conjugations.



B1 CHAPTER 5 - SHOPPING

Types of Stores

the bakery
the butcher shop
the clothing store
the delicatessen (deli)
the department store
the flower shop
the hair salon
the jewelry store
the pet store

SECTION 1 VOCABULARY: Running Errands
Other Words and Phrases

to add
the item
to keep / kept / kept
the list
to run errands / ran / run
to sell / sold / sold

SECTION 2 VOCABULARY: Clothing and Fashion

SECTION 3 VOCABULARY: Going Shopping
Deciding on a Purchase

to advertise
     the advertisement (ad)
to choose / chose / chosen
     the choice
the decision
the dressing room
to hold / held / held
     to put on hold *

to be on sale *
the cash register
the change
to check out
the cost
free
inexpensive
the price tag

Describing Clothing

the athletic shoes; the tennis shoes
the brand
the button
the label; the tag
the logo
the material
     cotton
     leather
     silk
     wool

the pattern
     floral
     plaid
     polka dot
     striped
the pocket
the sweatshirt
to wear out / wore / worn
the workout clothes
the zipper

Other Words and Phrases

to borrow
to change
clean
couple; pair
dirty
few
to go with *
the outfit
the perfume; the cologne
to smell (like)

Making a Purchase

Phrasal Verbs

to find out / found / found
to give away *
to pick out
to pick up
to put away *
to put back *
to take back *
to throw away *
to try on *
to write down / wrote / written

to return
     the return
to show / showed / shown
the store hours

reasonable
the receipt
to spend / spent / spent 
such a good deal
to wait (in line)

the second-hand shop
the shoe store
the sports shop
the toy store

*Go to the Irregular Verb chart to review the conjugations.



B1 CHAPTER 6 - ENTERTAINMENT

SECTION 2 VOCABULARY: Expansion of Music

SECTION 3 VOCABULARY: Entertainment & News
News and the Media

the article
to explain
the headline
to interview
     the interview
     the interviewer
     the interviewee
to look into (something)
the news
the opinion
to review
     the review

In the Recording Studio

the album
to be inspired *
     the inspiration
the hit song
the microphone
the recording

In Concert

to be on tour *
to clap / clapped / clapped 
the live show
to perform
     the performance
     the performer
the speaker
the stage
to suggest

Band Members

the backup dancer
the bassist
the drummer
the lead guitarist
the pianist

Verb + Prep. Combinations

to approve of
to complain about
to remind someone of
to thank someone for

Other Forms of Entertainment

the act
the animal
the ballet
the circus
the comedian; the comic
the DJ
the event
the magic show
the opera
the orchestra
the play

Other Words and Phrases

to believe
to change your mind
the part
to request a song

At the Movie Theater

the admission
the aisle
the candy
the concession stand 
     (concessions)
the popcorn
the row
the ticket counter

SECTION 1 VOCABULARY: Expansion of Film & TV
Watching TV

the cartoon
the channel
the commercial
the documentary
the episode
the remote control

Other Words and Phrases

again
to allow; to let / let / let
amazing
to be done *
the celebrity; the star
the character; the role

during
entire; whole
the life (lives)
the rating

*Go to the Irregular Verb chart to review the conjugations.



IRREGULAR VERB LIST
Present Tense Simple Past Past ParticipleBare Form Past Simple Past ParticipleThe VerbVerb Meaning / Translation

break broke broken

breed bred bred

bring brought brought

build built built

burn burned; burnt (BE) burned; burnt (BE) 

burst burst burst

buy bought bought

cast cast cast

catch caught caught

choose chose chosen

be was; were been

bear bore born

beat beat beaten

become became become

begin began begun

bend bent bent

bet bet bet

bind bound bound

bite bit bitten

bleed bled bled

blow blew blown

cling clung clung

come came come

cost cost cost

creep crept crept

cut cut cut

deal dealt dealt

dig dug dug

dive dove; dived (BE) dove; dived (BE)



IRREGULAR VERB LIST

find found found

fit fit fit

flee fled fled

fling flung flung

fly flew flown

forbid forbade forbidden

forget forgot forgotten

freeze froze frozen

get got gotten; got (BE)

give gave given

go went gone

do did done

draw drew drawn

dream dreamed; dreamt (BE) dreamed; dreamt (BE)

drink drank drunk

drive drove driven

eat ate eaten

fall fell fallen

feed fed fed

feel felt felt

fight fought fought

grind ground ground

grow grew grown

hang hung hung

have had had

hear heard heard

hide hid hidden

Present Tense Simple Past Past ParticipleBare Form Past Simple Past ParticipleThe VerbVerb Meaning / Translation

forecast forecast; forecasted forecast; forecasted

forgive forgave forgiven



IRREGULAR VERB LIST

hit hit hit

leave left left

lend lent lent

let let let

lie (in bed) lay lain

light lit; lighted lit; lighted

lose lost lost

make made made

mean meant meant

meet met met

mow mowed mowed; mown

hold held held

hurt hurt hurt

keep kept kept

kneel kneeled; knelt kneeled; knelt

knit knitted; knit knit; knitted

know knew known

lay laid laid

lead led led

lean leaned leaned

leap leaped; leapt (BE) leaped; leapt (BE)

pay paid paid

plead pled; pleaded pled; pleaded

put put put

quit quit quit 

read read read

Present Tense Simple Past Past ParticipleBare Form Past Simple Past ParticipleThe VerbVerb Meaning / Translation

rid rid rid

ride rode ridden

ring rang rung



IRREGULAR VERB LIST

send sent sent

set set set

sew sewed sewn; sewed

shake shook shaken

shed shed shed

shine shined; shone shined; shone

shoot shot shot

show showed showed; shown

shrink shrank shrunk

rise rose risen

run ran run

saw sawed sawed; sawn

say said said

see saw seen

seek sought sought

sell sold sold

shut shut shut

sing sang sung

sink sank sunk

sit sat sat

sleep slept slept

slide slid slid

sling slung slung

Present Tense Simple Past Past ParticipleBare Form Past Simple Past ParticipleThe VerbVerb Meaning / Translation

slit slit slit

smell smelled; smelt (BE) smelled; smelt (BE)

sneak snuck; sneaked snuck; sneaked

speak spoke spoken

speed sped sped

spend spent spent



IRREGULAR VERB LIST

spit spit; spat (BE) spit; spat (BE)

split split split

spread spread spread

spring sprang; sprung sprung

stand stood stood

steal stole stolen

stick stuck stuck

sting stung stung

stink stank; stunk stunk

spill spilled; spilt (BE) spilled; spilt (BE)

spin spun spun

strike struck stricken; struck

string strung strung

strive strove; strived striven; strived

swear swore sworn

sweat sweat sweat

Present Tense Simple Past Past ParticipleBare Form Past Simple Past ParticipleThe VerbVerb Meaning / Translation

sweep swept swept

swell swelled swollen; swelled

swim

swing

swam 

swung

swum

swung

take

teach

took

taught 

taken

taught

tear

tell

think

tore 

told 

thought 

torn

told

thought

understand

wake

throw

thrust

understood 

woke

threw 

thrust 

understood

woken

thrown

thrust



IRREGULAR VERB LIST

wear

weave

wed

weep

wet

win

wind

wring

write

Bare Form

wore

wove 

wed; wedded 

wept 

wet; wetted 

won 

wound 

wrung 

wrote 

Past Simple

worn

woven

wed; wedded

wept

wet; wetted 

won

wound

wrung

written

Past ParticipleVerb Meaning / Translation
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